Media Review (No.30/2005)

Prepared by the Office of University Development and Public Affairs

A total of 109 substantive news reports mentioning UST were collected. ** denotes items involving OUDPA in providing information or statements upon enquiries, issuing media invitation, issuing press releases, or setting up interviews.

1. UST and Microsoft Research Asia signed an agreement on Joint PhD Supervision Scheme**
   8 clippings (5-8/11).

2. UST establish new scholarships worth some HK$100 million**
   17 clippings (30/10 ^ 3/11); Commercial Radio and RTHK (30/10).

3. Mr LIU Sing Cheong (MBA, 1994) and his wife WONG Po Yuk donated HK$10 million to set up a donation for recruiting students from developing countries**
   10 clippings (1-3/11).

4. Three mainland high-flyers shared their learning experiences at UST**
   12 clippings (1-3/11).

5. President Paul CHU said he welcomed secondary student CHAN Yik-Hei to join UST. The student came second in the 2004 Intel International Science and Engineering Fair and a minor planet had been named after him
   7 clippings (2-3/11).

6. Research collaboration between C K Life Sciences and UST**
   Sing Tao Daily (3/11); Next Magazine (3/11).

7. Dr Ngok MA (SOCO) commented on political issues
   9 clippings (27/10-3/11).

8. Prof Francis LUI (ECON) commented on economic issues
   6 clipping (28/10-2/11).

9. UST's EMBA program was ranked number 2 in the world by the Financial Times **
   5 clippings (26/10-2/11).

10. Dr William CHOW (ECON) commented on investment risk in China
    Apple Daily (2/11).

11. UST upgraded the telephone system into VoIP
    3 clippings (20/10 - 2/11).

12. President Paul CHU responded to questions about his future plan
13. SinoCDN Limited, a UST spin-off, introduced a new system to update outdoor advertising information through the Internet.

14. Prof T K NG (PHYS) authored on Hong Kong education.

15. UST was placed number 43 in overall ranking and number 23 in technology by the Times Higher Education Supplement.

16. PhD student Nelson CHU (COMP) has developed a software for Chinese ink painting.

17. UST has the highest proportion of graduates taking IELTS this year, compared with other tertiary institutions.

18. UST researchers participated in the Hong Kong HapMap Group, which unveiled the first map of human genetic variations.

19. Dr Raymond CHEUNG (IELM) commented on mainland logistics opportunities for Hong Kong companies.

20. A UST graduate was found guilty of running an obscene website.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
Because of restrictions on photocopying newspaper articles, OUDPA is unable to provide clippings for photocopying. Most of the clippings are however available in HKUST News Clippings Online through the Library's subscription to the WiseNews service. Enquiries can be made to the media and editorial unit of OUDPA at x8555 or x6317.